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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The two months covered by this report encompass the “normal” busy 
period up to about the end of February then the extraordinary work we 
have been doing as a Trust to get ready for and now manage the Covid 
19 outbreak. As a matter of record, I have stated briefly in the main 
report my normal activities over the past 2 months, the highlights of 
which are listed above against the Strategic Objectives, but my and the 
Board’s focus going forward is now on the situation currently being faced 
by the Trust and of course the entire country.  

The Executives will cover the operational actions that are being taken at 
this time but for the Board it is important that we both assure ourselves 
that the actions being taken are appropriate and that we keep one eye 
on the longer term and that we ensure that as far as is feasible, we keep 
key Transformation programmes such as Estates and the Electronic 
Patient Record moving as they are essential for our future. 



So in process terms, the Board have decided that Assurance must 
continue and be seen to continue at both Board and Board Sub-
Committee level but we need to be as light touch as is safe so not to put 
additional pressure on the executives and the wider organisation. So 
committees have been directed to go “light touch” with timing reduced to 
the minimum required. Written questions will be submitted on routine 
papers, and dial in facilities are being provided for meetings. Executive 
and divisional leadership involvement on committees will be reduced 
and so long as meetings are quorate, executives can front up for each 
other and take questions away if answers are not known immediately. 
This will allow the sub-committee meetings themselves to focus on 
assurance around the major issues whilst the more routine ones are 
dealt with in slower time through written questions. 

Similarly the Board meetings will take papers as read and questions of 
detail on the routine papers will be submitted in advance and answered 
as soon as possible but not necessarily at the meeting. The Board will 
then be free to focus on the main issues. Video conferencing facilities 
will be provided to the Board as quickly as possible so that Board 
members self isolating or with Government defined conditions can be 
effective when joining from home. For the safety of the Public and to 
reduce the footfall in the hospitals, we will until further notice not provide 
face to face access to the Open Board meeting but we will record the 
meeting and take written questions from the Public regarding items on 
the agenda.  We have also decided to suspend Board Walkarounds until 
further notice.  

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all 
colleagues in the Trust who are working extraordinarily hard to serve our 
patients and our community. I have been really impressed by the 
planning and execution of all our emergency measures. Thank you!!!
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External events and visits to the Trust 

External Events/Visits 

Opening of the Kate Granger Building at Surrey University  

I attended the official opening of the Kate Granger building at Surrey University by 
Her Royal Highness the Countess of Wessex on 29th January. After the formal 
proceedings, there was an excellent opportunity to tour the brilliant new training 
facilities for nurses and midwives. It really is state of the art and makes full use of 
technology. A mock ward is shown below including some robotic patients. 



Learning Technology Conference – Excel Centre 

In February, I attended one day of the learning technology conference and 
exhibition at the Excel Centre in London. I was impressed by what modern digital 
learning management system technologies have to offer in terms of tracking 
training, appraisals, CPD etc. Equally useful was that these new technologies are 
now available via apps which would give a much greater take up from staff and 
can easily link to staff records and e-learning materials; definitely the way of the 
future. 

Meeting with Chair of St George’s University Hospitals NHS FT and Epsom 
and St Helier 

I had one of my regular catch ups with Gillian Norton, the Chair of St George’s 
University Hospitals NHS FT and Epsom and St Helier on 13th February. We 
discussed matters of mutual interest including vascular services and the proposed 
new build in Epsom and St Helier. 

Meeting with Chair of Surrey and Sussex Healthcare (SASH) NHS Trust and 
Royal Surrey County Hospital 

As part of our work to ensure alignment across Surrey Heartlands acute Trusts 
with regards to the Electronic Patient Record (EPR), the Chair of Royal Surrey, 
Sue Sjuve and I visited the Chair of SASH, Richard Shaw, to discuss alignment 
around the Cerner EPR. It was a helpful meeting and it was agreed that all three 
Chairs would stay in close touch going forward.  

Surrey Heartlands Chairs’ Call 

Surrey Heartlands Chairs’ Forum had a conference call on 19th March to discuss 
the latest Surrey wide situation on Covid 19. It was a helpful call and brought 
everyone up to speed on the wider picture in Surrey. It was agreed that the 
frequency of these virtual meetings would be increased for the duration of the 
current situation.  

Surrey Armed Forces Covenant Conference 2020 

The annual Surrey Armed Forces Covenant Conference was held in Pirbright on 
4th March. It was well attended and we heard updates on all elements of the 
military covenant and how it is being applied locally in Surrey. It was good to see 
very good representation from Local Authorities and as a Silver member; ASPH is 
of course well engaged. Subsequent to the conference, the Trust has won an 
award from “Step into Health” for our work with military personnel leaving the 
Armed Forces.  



NHS Providers Dinner with Chief Executive of NHSX 

The NHS Providers hosted Dinner on 2nd March and the guest speaker was 
Matthew Gould, the Chief Executive of NHSX. The meeting was held under 
Chatham House rules but Matthew Gould was very open and supportive of the 
many suggestions coming from the floor which covered items such as Electronic 
Patient Records, Artificial Intelligence, and NHSX negotiated deals with major 
suppliers etc. He was also very supportive around keeping the bureaucracy 
around bidding for and deploying centre funds to a reasonable level. I invited him 
or one of his senior team to visit the Trust but this has clearly been overtaken by 
the Covid 19 situation.  

NHS Providers Chairs’ and Chief Executives’ Conference 

Due to the Covid 19 position, the conference that was due to take place on 17th

March was cancelled. 

SE Regional Talent Board 

Due to the Covid 19 position, the assessment centre that I was due to support on 
25th March was cancelled. 

Visit to St Peter’s Hospital by Cliff Bush, Surrey Coalition of Disabled 
People 

Cliff Bush made one of his regular visits to St Peter’s hospital in February and had 
separate one to one discussions with me and with the Chief Executive Suzanne 
Rankin. As always he was very clear about issues being faced by disabled 
patients and visitors and a very useful exchange of views was held.  

Visit to St Peter’s Hospital by Chair of NW Surrey ICP 

This meeting was postponed due to Helen Pettersen being unwell (unrelated to 
Covid19). 

Highlights of internal activities and events 

Governors and Board Events

Meeting of the Board with Well North 

The Board met with Well North Enterprises and HLM architects on February 6th for 

an update on the work done to date and options available going forward in regard 

to both the St Peter’s site and to the wider anchor institution work. The Well North 

work continues to be monitored through the Strategic Change Committee.  



New Governor 1:1s 

I have now completed the 1:1s with all the new Governors. I would like to thank 

them formally for giving up their time and for being so enthusiastic and energetic 

in getting up to speed with their roles and the complexities of the Trust. The 

meetings provided me with a good insight into individual’s interests and the wide 

variety of skills and experience that are available to us.  

Informal meeting with Governors 

The Chief Executive Suzanne Rankin and I held one of our regular informal 

meetings with Governors in early February. We updated the Governors on a 

range of subjects including the progress on Estates, the Electronic Patient Record 

and Finances. As usual the meeting was mutually beneficial and there was a 

good exchange of views on a wide variety of topics.  

Council of Governors 

The Council of Governors met in Ashford Hospital on 4th March, this being the 

second meeting of the new Council. After the description of the large number of 

Governors’ activities over the period, the Chief Operating officer James Thomas 

presented the Assurance report and the Chief Executive described the latest 

position regarding the Covid 19 virus. The Governors also chose the Local Audit 

Indicator for testing during the year. As normal there was a good debate on a 

variety of topics and the Council was very supportive of the Trust Executives in 

making the Covid 19 preparations.   



St Peter’s Hospital - Opening of the new Abbey Wing Cafe 

I formally opened the new Abbey Wing Café on 5th February. The refurbishment has 

provided a new serving area, new furniture and Barista made coffee. The photo 

shows me, Simon Marshall and our OCS colleagues enjoying a welcome post 

opening coffee. 

Photo Competition Awards 

The presentation of awards for the photo competition took place on 6th February. The 

12 winning entrants have had their photos displayed in our 2020 calendar. The 

winners also had their photos blown up and mounted. The photos and those winners 

that were available are shown in the photo below.  



Induction  

Induction in February and March were very busy events with February being the 

largest as there was a large contingent of overseas nurses, mainly from Caribbean 

countries. Both inductions had the usual very large spread of professions and of 

countries of origin. As usual the highlight for me was getting the opportunity to go 

round some of the tables and chat to people one to one before the formal 

proceedings and presentations started.  



Walkabouts 

My recent walkabouts have included:  

a. A site walkaround at St Peter’s with Simon Marshall on 5th February. 

b.  A ward walkaround in St Peter’s on 20th February including; Aspen; Holly; Swift; 
Oak; Ash and paediatric outpatients. 

c. A general walkaround in Chertsey House on 27th February covering: IT; Finance; 
HR; R&D; Nurse Associates and Safeguarding. 

d. Ashford Hospital on 2nd March including: Dickens Ward; the Infusion Suite; 
Wordsworth Ward and Outpatients. 

e. A Walkaround with a Governor (Derek Barnes) on 16th March covering: R&D; 
Estates and Finance. 

Schwartz Round 

I attended The Schwartz Round on 19th February and its theme of coping with death 
elicited some excellent stories and very moving experiences. The aim of providing a 
safe environment to express emotions was fully met and brought home to me yet 
again how important this is to our staff and it also demonstrated the kindness and 
compassion of individual staff members.  

Organ Donation Committee Meeting 

On 9th March I attended the organ donation committee where the upcoming change 
in the law in England was covered. It was also noted that the Trust had achieved a 
record number of donors over the last year. The committee expressed gratitude to 
the families of the donors and noted the very large numbers of patients this will have 
helped.  


